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Society for Advancement of Consulting
Announces Featured Consultant of the Month
Gary W. Patterson Cited for Excellence
East Greenwich, RI– The Society for Advancement of Consulting (SAC) announces a coveted
“Featured Consultant of the Month” designation for Gary W. Patterson.
www.consultingsociety.com This signifies that his peers have recognized Gary for providing
his clients with exceptional performance, adhering to the SAC ethics pledge, and performing
at the levels required by SAC for membership for a prolonged period.
SAC membership is less than 5% of all practicing consultants. Membership is granted only
after detailed client evidence is received and reviewed. “We already have as our membership
the most elite consultants practicing in the world,” says SAC CEO Alan Weiss, Ph.D. Clients
who utilize SAC members, who are Board Approved in their specialty, are working with the
‘best of the best’ in the world.”
SAC is an international association of solo practitioners who must provide validated proof of
their high levels of performance in consulting; have successfully completed client
engagements; obtained testimonials from client executives; achieved a high level of
professional income over a prolonged period; have worked with a minimum of 25 clients; and
who adhere to a strict code of professional ethics. The members interact as an international
community to better the profession and their own techniques.
Part of what makes Gary Patterson unique includes: (1) Highly successful track record
including Big 4 CPA Audit Manager/Stanford MBA in Operations, Finance, and Marketing. (2)
Broad industry background allowing him to bring insights usually unachievable on one’s own.
(3) Cross-pollinating his diverse industry success with company needs. (4) Global perspective
with assignments throughout North America and Europe. (5) Successful in CFO, COO, CTO,
and Partner roles. (6) Successfully led all functional areas including sales, marketing and
human resources.
For more information, please go to www.FiscalDoctor.com, write to Gary@FiscalDoctor.com,
or call 781/237-3617.
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